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Background
Forest dwellers are among this country's poorest people. For many tribal people and
other forest communities, forests are the source of livelihood, identity, customs and traditions.
The forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers inhabiting forests for
generations were in occupation of the forest land for centuries. However, their rights on their
ancestral lands and their habitats had not been adequately recognized despite them being
integral to the very survival and sustainability of the forest eco-system. The traditional rights
and interests of forest dwelling Scheduled Tribes and other traditional forest dwellers on forest
lands were left unrecognized and unrecorded through faulty reservation process during
consolidation of State forests, in the past.

2.

The forest dwelling tribal people and the forests are inseparable, a factor that also

ensures conservation of ecological resources stemming from the very ethos of tribal life. The
conservation processes for creating wilderness and forest areas for production forestry
somehow ignored the bonafide interests of the tribal community from legislative framework in
the regions where tribal communities primarily inhabited. The simplicity of tribals and their
general ignorance of modern regulatory frameworks precluded them from asserting their
genuine claims to resources in areas where they belonged and depended upon. The modern
conservation approaches also advocated exclusion rather than integration. It was much later
that forest management regimes initiated action to recognize the occupation and other rights
of the forest dwellers and integrated them in designs of management. Insecurity of tenure

and fear of eviction from the lands where they had lived and thrived for generations were
perhaps the biggest reasons why tribal communities felt emotionally as well as physically
alienated from forests and forest lands.
3.

This historical injustice needed correction and, therefore, the Parliament enacted the

Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act,
2006 (in short, Forest Rights Act, 2006 or FRA) during its Winter Session, 2006. The Act
represented a major paradigm shift in approach towards recognition of broadly three kinds of
forest rights relating to (i) tenurial security providing relief against the persistent physical and
psychological threat of alienation from land to the Scheduled Tribes and other traditional
forest dwellers (OTFDs); (ii) livelihood in terms of the agriculture on „as is where is basis‟ and
the ownership of MFP including rights to collect, trade and process the same; and (iii)
traditional, customary and developmental rights.

4.

Besides laying down a framework for recognition and vesting of the forest rights, the

Act also sought to empower the forest rights holders, Gram Sabhas and local level institutions
with the right to protect, regenerate, conserve and manage any community forest resource,
thereby marking a decisive step forward in resource governance itself. Hailed rightly as a
milestone in the history of tribal people and forest dwellers movements, the Act endeavored to
facilitate their political empowerment to govern the forests for sustainable use and
conservation.

5.

The Act was notified for operation with effect from 31.12.2007 and the Forest Rights

Rules, 2008 for implementing the provisions of the Act were notified on 1.1.2008. The
provisions of the Act and the Rules framed thereunder placed the onus of implementation of
the Act at the level of the State Governments/ Union Territory Administrations.

Guidelines on Forest Rights Act, 2006 and amendment of Forest Rights
Rules, 2008
6.

During nearly five years of its operation since January, 2008, though the Act had

substantially met its mandate through distribution of more than twelve lakh and seventy nine

thousand titles distributed to eligible forest dwellers, following a due process, several factors
had come to the notice of the Ministry of Tribal Affairs that were impeding the implementation
of the Act in its letter and spirit and constraining the flow of intended benefits of this watershed
legislation to the eligible forest dwellers. Certain procedural lacunae in the existing Forest
Rights Rules, 2008 were also observed which needed to be plugged.

7.

The Ministry of Tribal Affairs accordingly undertook an exercise to arrive at certain

provisions/ steps for facilitating robust implementation of the Act and, based on the said
exercise, the Ministry issued comprehensive guidelines to the State/ UT Governments on
12.7.2012 and also carried out some amendments to the existing Forest Rights Rules, 2008
through notification of the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers
(Recognition of Forest Rights) Amendment Rules, 2012 on 6.9.2012.

Review-cum-Orientation workshops with the States
8.

In order to develop further clarity on the interpretation of the Act and to discuss the

amended Rules and orient the key Departments responsible for the implementation of the Act,
the Ministry of Tribal Affairs took up an intensive exercise of organizing a series of Regional
Workshops, nation-wide, in collaboration with UNDP under the MoTA-UNDP Joint Activity
Plan, involving participation of the representatives of Tribal Welfare Department, which is the
nodal agency for the implementation of the Act, and other key State Government
Departments (Forest, Revenue and Panchayati Raj) and the District Collectors from two well
performing tribal districts. Selected representatives from the civil society organizations also
participated in these Regional Consultations. The objective of the workshop was to (i) bring
the national and state level functionaries across departments to develop a common
understanding of FRA and its scope as well as challenges in view of the recent changes, (ii)
review progress, especially on the new guidelines issued by the Ministry and bring clarity on
operational issues, (iii) create an opportunity for district authorities to share their experiences
and give suggestions on better implementation of the FRA at the field level, and (iv) mutually
agree on the next steps for effective implementation of FRA for empowerment of tribal
communities, by finalizing realistic State-specific Action Plans. Some complex operational
issues were also sought to be clarified in these Workshops to facilitate States in implementing

the legislation in letter and spirit.

9.

In this process, the Ministry organized five Regional Workshops, nation-wide, as per

the details given below:
S.No

Date of Consultation

1

21-22 September 2012

2

25-26 September 2012

3

16-17 October 2012

4

9-10 November, 2012

5

19 November, 2012

10.

Location

Participating
Local support
States
Bhubaneshwar, Odisha,
West Tribal
Welfare
Odisha
Bengal,
Department,
Chhattisgarh
and Govt. of Odisha
Jharkhand
Nagpur,
Maharashtra,
Tribal
Welfare
Maharashtra
Gujarat,Goa
and Department,
Rajasthan
Govt.
of
Maharashtra
Hyderabad,
Andhra
Pradesh, Tribal
Welfare
Andhra Pradesh Karnataka,
Tamil Department,
Nadu and Kerala
Govt. of Andhra
Pradesh
Bhopal, Madhya Uttarakhand, Uttar Tribal
Welfare
Pradesh
Pradesh,
Madhya Department
,
Pradesh, Bihar, and Govt. of Madhya
Himachal Pradesh
Pradesh
New Delhi
Assam, Nagaland, Ministry of Tribal
Manipur, Mizoram, Affairs,
New
Meghalaya Tripura, Delhi
Arunachal Pradesh
and Sikkim

The Regional Consultations provided a unique opportunity for its participants to deal

with a gamut of issues around the Forest Rights Act and were unique as well as introspective.
They also underlined the importance that the Ministry of Tribal Affairs accords to the
implementation of Act as a land mark legislation for forest dwellers, particularly the forest
dwelling Scheduled Tribes.

These workshops also provided a platform for review of

implementation of the Act in the States and the draft Action Plans prepared by them.

National Consultation of Forest Rights Act
11.

To take the process forward, the Ministry also organized a National review-cum-

orientation meeting with all the States on Forest Rights Act, 2006 on 3rd December, 2012 at

New Delhi with the objective of (i) reviewing the progress on the implementation of Act by the
States, and (ii) to discuss the final Action Plans prepared by the State Governments for
streamlining the implementation of the Act in accordance with the Amended Rules.

A

technical session on tribal education was also held in the afternoon of the National
consultation. The meeting was chaired by the Hon‟ble Minister of Tribal Affairs. The Hon‟ble
Minister of State, Ministry of Tribal Affairs, also graced the occasion.

12.

This summary report covers the issues discussed in the National consultation and

highlights the key action points that emerged from the meeting for action by the State
Governments.

Inaugural Session
13.

The inaugural session was addressed by the Hon'ble Minister for Tribal Affairs; the

Hon'ble Minister of State for Tribal Affairs; the Secretary, Tribal Affairs; the Joint Secretary,
Ministry of Tribal Affairs; the Country Director, United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP); the Secretary, Ministry of Panchayati Raj; and the Director, Ministry of Tribal Affairs.

14.

Setting the context of the

consultation, Dr. Sadhana Rout,
Joint Secretary of the Ministry of
Tribal

Affairs,

stated

that

this

meeting is truly the culmination of 5
regional workshops on Forest Right
Act

organized

across

the

by

the

Ministry

country

during

September, 2012- November,2012
and it also marks of the take off the new set of Rules of the Forest Rights Act. She extended
warm welcome to the Hon‟ble Minister of Tribal Affairs to this meeting who had led this whole
exercise with an unflinching vision and remarkable commitment all of us owe him for the new
impetus that has come to the Forest Rights Act. She extended a special welcome to Hon‟ble
Minister of State, Ministry of Tribal Affair who had joined this Ministry recently but had
extended her whole hearted support to the FRA implementation. She mentioned that
Secretary, Tribal Affairs had stood by all the concerned officers and guided their work on
everyday basis sorting out our problems and lending strength .She also extended welcome to
Secretary, Ministry of Panchayati Raj who had guided all the concerned officers in this entire
journey and Dr. N.C Saxena, Member National Advisory Council who had helped with his
expert guidance through all the Regional workshops. She also pointed out that in this
meeting, The Ministry would be enriched by a review of outcome of the State level Regional
Workshops during the course of last 3 months and also by the review of Action Plans received
from State Governments for time bound implementation of the Forest Rights Act. She Stated
that before conclusion of the Ministry the meeting, The Ministry aspired to achieve a sense of
clarity and direction from the Hon‟ble Minister of Tribal Affairs so that the working of the

Ministry could become easy, purposeful and productive in the coming days and months. In the
journey of last 5 months to revamp and role out the amended Forest Rights Rules, several
Departments of Government of India, agencies of Central Government, organizations
affiliated and key resource persons including legal experts and other experts of tribal affairs
had made significant contribution, she expressed happiness that many of them were present
in the meeting.
Joint Secretary, MoTA reiterated that the future of what we do today will depend a lot on the
leadership and the enterprise of the State Governments. There are 20 State Governments
whose senior representatives were present in the meeting, to whom actually this occasion
belonged. She also welcomed other senior officers from the Ministry of Tribal Affairs and
officers of UNDP and also welcome to members of civil society and representatives of the
media who werevery crucial stakeholders in this venture.

15.

Ms. Caitlin Wiesen, the Country Director of UNDP commended the Minister and the

Ministry for their proactive steps over the preceding six months. She stated that UNDP plans
to address the exclusion of tribals as a central part of its work in India and was honoured to
partner with the Ministry of Tribal Affairs in this effort. She highlighted the importance of
convergence between various Departments and Ministries in order to ensure integrated tribal
development.

16.

Ms. Vibha Puri Das, Secretary, Ministry of Tribal Affairs stated that the Forest Rights
Act is a revolutionary legislation that
should not be interpreted in the same
manner as other laws. It is important
that

the

Ministry

Governments

focus

and
on

the

State

appropriate

policy formulation, knowledge building
and training material to ensure that the
Act is understood in its right spirit. In
the current publications and training
materials, many issues have been addressed, but many more have arisen which needed to

be dealt with in the second generation consultations. Good practices from States also need to
be taken up for emulation. She commended the UNDP and the State governments for their
commitment and dedication to the task of implementation of this law.

17.

The Hon'ble Minister of State for Tribal

Affairs stressed that the Forest Rights Act is a
historic law that represents a "paradigm shift"
in approaches to forest conservation. She
pointed out that the right to protect, conserve
and manage community forest resources gives
a "new dimension" to forest management. She
stressed that the Act cannot achieve its
purpose without the "active commitment and support" of the State governments.

18.

The Hon'ble Minister for Tribal Affairs, in his address to the participants, stated that the

Forest Rights Bill had been tabled in Parliament almost exactly seven years earlier, and was
then placed before the Joint Parliamentary Committee
which he had the honour to chair. He summed up the Act
by stating that "the recognition of individual and/or
collective rights to land, and community forest rights and
other traditional customary rights, along with the right to
protect,

regenerate,

conserve

and

manage

any

community forest resource, marks a decisive step
forward in democratizing resource governance in forests.
The Act is a forerunner to a new resource governance
regime that is people centered and democratic." He
pointed out the recent steps of the Ministry aimed at
improving implementation of the Act,
He emphasised that the State Governments must ensure
that they comply with the law and that their Action Plans
are fully and seriously implemented.

He specially drew attention to the issue of Joint Forest Management and stated that this
scheme has largely been "reduced to an employment generation scheme in which people
receive small wages for working in forestry projects." He reiterated that it should not be
confused with community powers and rights over forest management under the Forest Rights
Act as all decisions under this scheme remain effectively in the control of officials. Therefore,
under the Forest Rights Act, community rights cannot be given to JFM committees; these
committees cannot exercise the powers given to gram sabhas and village level institutions
under section 5 of the Act and cannot serve as management committees; gram sabhas are
free to dissolve these committees and assume their benefits at any time; and it is preferable
that, to avoid conflict, JFM programmes should be phased out and replaced with support for
community forest management under the FRA. Concluding his address, the Hon'ble Minister
stated that the Ministry would hold a similar national consultation to review the implementation
of the States' Action Plans.

19.

The Secretary, Ministry of Panchayati Raj, commended the States and MoTA for

creating and maintaining a momentum on implementation of Forest Rights Act. She
emphasised that it is important to focus on the Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas)
Act (PESA) and draw up convergence plans between PESA and the FRA. Therefore, joint
trainings should be organized on PESA and FRA for state level functionaries and Action Plans
on FRA should also integrate Action Plans on PESA implementation, which should be as
detailed as those on the FRA.
20. Two documents on FRA were released by
Hon‟ble Minister of Tribal Affairs which included a
Training Module for Government Functionaries
on Forest Rights Act, 2006 aimed to address the
training needs of the field level staff and build a
holistic perspective of the premise, concepts,
definition, processes and delivery mechanisms for effective implementation of the Act,
along with a Small Guidebook of “Frequently Asked Questions” which is an attempt to
consolidate the responses given in the workshop by the Ministry of Tribal Affairs. This Booklet
can be used as a reference document for consultations, workshops, and effective

implementation of FRA. These documents were published in collaboration with UNDP to
support the capacity development efforts of the State Tribal Welfare Departments.

The

inaugural

session

ended with a vote of thanks
by Shri Asit Gopal, Director,
Ministry of Tribal Affairs,.

Presentation of Action
Plans by the States
21.

After the inaugural session, the next session began with the presentation on the

synthesis and major recommendations that emerged from the Regional Consultaions
organized by the Minsitry of Tribal Affairs in collaboration with UNDP across the country, by
Shri Asit Gopal, Director,Minsitry of Tribal Affairs. Thereafter presentations were made by
nineteen States (Andhra Pradesh, Odisha, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra,
Tripura, Jharkhand, Assam, Bihar, Goa, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, West Bengal, and Tamil Nadu), covering the following
key areas of implementation of the Act in the light of the Amended Rules:


Summary of Achievements on implementation of FRA



Action Plan for Training and Awareness Raising on FRA



Action Plan for formation of Forest Rights Committees



Formation of DLC and SDLC



Action Plan for Community Forest Resource Rights and Community Forest Rights



Action Plan for recognition of Habitat rights, , rights of Pastoralists and conversion of
Forest Villages into Revenue villages



Action Plan for recognition of Individual Rights



Action Plan for recognition of rights in the Protected areas



Action Plan for Grievance Redressal



Action Plan for Review of Rejections



Strategy for Monitoring and Evaluation



Strategy for Post Recognition of Rights Support



Final Commitments from the State for implementation of FRA

22. Common specific areas identified for action by the States were as follows:


Awareness generation on rights and on how to file claims, particularly community
claims.



Training and capacity development of panchayati raj elected representatives and
frontline functionaries entrusted with the task of implementing the Act.



Review and tracking mechanisms of rejected claims



Strategies for post recognition of rights; ensuring that rights holders are able to avail of
the benefits of all government schemes.



Monitoring and evaluation to constantly track implementation of the Act



Creation and institutionalization of grievance redressal mechanisms.



Collaboration and convergence through working across departments, across
ministries, across thematic areas like health, education, gender, environment and
livelihood.



Focus on community claims



Development of learning and disseminating material in local languages (as is being
done in Odisha and Chattisgarh)



Convergence of schemes to ensure a complete package of entitlements to tribals
(Madhya Pradesh example of a survey of forest rights title holders to ascertain needs
under various schemes)



Offering minimum support price for minor forest produce



Notification of Rules under PESA Act in scheduled areas for activating PESA Act.



Collaboration between State Tribal and Panchayat Departments to ensure coordinated
sensitization of PRIs on Forest Rights Act and PESA Act



Institutional mechanisms for training and monitoring at State level in collaboration with
Tribal Research Institutes

23 .In addition to the State-specific measures stated in their Action Plans, all State
governments were requested to take steps for ensuring early action on the recommendations
that emerged from the consultation and that the State Level Monitoring Committee meetings
are held regularly and the status of implementation of the Act is monitored closely and shared
with the Ministry on a regular basis. They were also requested to ensure translation of the
Amended Rules and the Ministry's implementation guidelines in the regional languages and
their publicity in their respective States.
24.

The representatives of the Ministry also mentioned that the following steps

would be taken at the national level:


Clarifications would be issued at the earliest on certain areas of ambiguity, such as,
conversion of forest villages into revenue villages, recognition of habitat rights and so
on.



State governments can approach the Ministry for funds for FRA implementation by
requesting allocation of grants under Article 275(1) of the Constitution.



The Ministry will shortly circulate a revised monitoring and evaluation framework for
FRA implementation.



The Ministry will continue to provide support to the State governments in implementing
their Action Plans.



The Ministry will continue to review progress on the Action Plans and to take steps to
ensure the smooth implementation of the Act

Salient points of the
State Action Plans and
Observations
25.

The salient features of

the Action Plans presented by
the State Governments along with
observations are
indicated in the Annex.

Recommendations and Action Points
26.

The recommendations and the Action Points for the States that emerged from the

consultation are summarized below:


The Gram Sabha is the key authority under the Act, and therefore, constitution of
village level gram sabhas and their empowerment is fundamental: The Act does
not provide for gram sabha meetings to be held at the panchayat level. Such meetings
should be held at the level of actual villages or hamlets. The procedure for
identification of these actual villages / hamlets is provided in the amended Rule 2B. It is
notable that most States have incorporated this issue in their action plans, but it is
required that this be done in a systematic and effective manner, as otherwise effective
recognition of community rights becomes impossible. Therefore, all the States should
demarcate exact areas of FRA implementation, listing out the habitations having forest
interface, recorded or unrecorded, where recognition of rights has not commenced and
bring it to a logical conclusion in a time bound manner.



Facilitation by the tribal, revenue and forest departments and the panchayats,
with the tribal department as the nodal agency: The role of these departments is to
function together in support of the process at the village level, particularly that of the
gram sabha. This requires institutional coordination and support for the nodal agency.
There continues to be a mistaken impression, particularly among the general public,
that the nodal agency for all forest related matters is the Forest Department, and this
requires correction. Responsibility for successful implementation of FRA lies with the
Tribal welfare department and in coordination with the revenue and forest .



The key focus of implementation should be on Community Forest Resource
(CFR) rights and community rights: It was reiterated that these rights are central to
the structure of the Act and must be recognised and implemented. Amended Rule 12B
also provides for this in some detail. In the case of CFR rights, States are required to
recognise such rights for all villages with forest dwellers and to facilitate gram sabhas
constituting their own forest management committees under Rule 4(1)(e) in all such
villages (after being made aware of their powers). Further, Joint Forest Management is
not a substitute for CFR rights and the two cannot be equated in any manner. Titles
should be given without imposing extraneous conditions and on the basis of customary
boundaries as demarcated by the gram sabha. Recognition of Community Forest
Resource (CFR) needs to be taken up on priority basis and every Gram sabha should
have its CFR area demarcated and its management committee elected(and if not, the
reasons should be placed on record)



Setting of targets is insufficient; monitoring system, grievance redressal and
institutional mechanisms at all levels should be put in place and strengthened: It
was pointed out that merely setting targets in Action Plans is not sufficient. There is a
need to create institutional mechanisms for monitoring, evaluation and grievance
redressal. Institutions such as the SDLC and DLC need to be given specific
responsibilities and monitored on their fulfillment. Building and strengthening these
institutions should be a key focus of the action Plans, rather than the current focus on
targets and deadlines. It was also suggested that there is a need for teams to be

formed to monitor implementation at the micro level, along with checking overall
implementation against benchmarks such as the total number of tribals in the State,
number of hamlets / villages in forest areas as against number of Forest Rights
Committees, etc. The Hon'ble Minister and speakers from the audience also stressed
that implementation should focus on getting the process of recognition correct as the
first priority.


The FRA should be implemented in all forest areas: Panelists and the Ministry
welcomed the fact that several State Governments have stated their intention to extend
implementation to previously left out areas (e.g. non-Scheduled Areas in some States).
It was reiterated that the FRA only recognises pre-existing rights and all forest dwellers
are entitled to this protection.



Need to ensure inclusion of Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (OTFDs) in
implementation: It was reiterated that these communities / individuals are not required
to establish occupation of a particular piece of land for three generations; only proving
residence in forest areas for three generations is required. Further, any form of
permissible evidence in support is acceptable and particular documentary evidence
should not be insisted upon. State Governments were asked to ensure in their Action
Plans that the rights of OTFDs are now recognised and that earlier incorrect rejections
are reviewed.



The FRA should be implemented in conjunction with PESA 1996 in Scheduled
Areas: The FRA and the PESA Act have substantial overlaps in terms of
empowerment of the Gram Sabha, ownership of minor forest produce, etc. This is
particularly the case since the FRA defines the Gram Sabha in the same manner as
PESA. Hence these two laws should be implemented together wherever possible, in
order to strengthen both.



Rights over minor forest produce should be recognised in full: During the course
of the discussion it was pointed out that rights over minor forest produce cannot be
selectively recognised. For instance, tendu patta rights must also be recognised.
Rights to collect fuel wood also must be recognised. The need for support for
production and marketing was also reiterated, and it was noted that an effort is
underway to provide a minimum support price. State monopolies, royalties and fees
should be abolished.



The right holders and the Gram Sabha are empowered to protect wild life, forest
and biodiversity, and to regulate access to their forest areas: The need for
incorporation of these legal powers and rights in forest management, and particularly
respecting these powers when drawing up Forest Department working plans, was
reiterated.



Emphasis on recognition of habitat rights of Particularly Vulnerable Tribal
Groups: These communities have been largely left out of implementation and their
rights require special attention. The District Level Committee is responsible for this
under the amended Rules. Recognition of habitat rights is not the same as recognition
of individual land or other rights - it is a separate right in itself that extends over the
much larger customary habitat of each PVTG, which often use this land collectively
rather than individually.



Forest villages should be converted to revenue villages: Section 3(1)(h) of the Act
requires the conversion of all forest villages, unrecorded settlements, old habitations
etc. (as defined in sections 2(f) and 3(1)(h)) into revenue villages. Some State
government representatives raised the issue of this being potentially in violation of a
Supreme Court order of 2000 that bars de-reservation of forest land without the court's
permission. It was pointed out that after the enactment of FRA, this order was no
longer relevant. Further, it was pointed out that a change in administrative
arrangements is key and a handover of control to the Revenue Department is the

central issue. It was also pointed out that in December 2008 the Ministry of Tribal
Affairs had taken the position that conversion of forest villages should be done in
accordance with a 1990 Environment Ministry guideline, though this guideline is not in
accordance with the Act and needed to be withdrawn.


Diversion of forest for non-forestry purposes to be avoided in areas with forest
rights holders, and if necessary to be done only after completion of rights
recognition and with Gram Sabha consent: This legal requirement of the FRA has
been reiterated by the Ministry of Environment and Forests in its order of July 30,
2009, as amended on 3rd August, 2009 State implementation authorities should take
this into account.



Rights recognition is a precondition for any relocation from critical wildlife
habitats in protected areas: It was pointed out that this is also required to be covered
in State Action Plans. It was also pointed out that relocation is a last resort under the
Act.



Need for greater awareness creation among forest dwellers on the provisions of
the Act and their rights under it, as well as training of field staff: It was pointed out
by both State Government representatives and the Ministry that awareness of
community rights in particular remains very poor in most areas. There is a need for the
Action Plan to cover this point in particular and to provide for creation of specific
materials in local languages. The Hon'ble Minister commended the State of Odisha in
this regard. The Hon'ble Minister also pointed out that the majority of forest dwellers
have yet to claim any right and the vast majority of villages have yet to claim any
community right.



Need for post implementation support to rights holders and ensuring that they
are integrated into all government schemes: It was reiterated by the panelists and
the representatives of the Ministry that rights holders should receive support from all
government schemes after the process of recognition of rights is complete. Many State

Action Plans covered aspects like linking forest right holders to other schemes, such as
Kisan credit cards (in the case of M.P), horticultural schemes, MGNREGA etc.


Need to ensure rejections in accordance with law and due process: It was
reiterated by the Hon'ble Minister that, as the amended Rules make clear, lack of any
particular documentary evidence or Forest Department evidence cannot be a reason
for rejecting claims (particularly as some State governments noted that this was a
major reason for rejections in their States). The Minister also pointed out that satellite
imagery cannot be the sole basis for deciding claims, since such images are difficult to
procure and understand. Payment of income tax or other irrelevant characteristics of
the claimant cannot be the basis for rejection. It was also separately pointed out that
the administration cannot be indifferent and adopt a judicial attitude; it is required to
proactively facilitate provision of records and evidence.



Communication of rejections to claimants along with reasons is required by law:
Claimants should be informed of the reasons for rejection of their claims and the status
of their claims. This can be done through a standard format. Claimants are also entitled
to appeal against rejection and must be given an opportunity to be heard.



Need for inclusion of municipal areas in the implementation of the Act: It was
pointed out by the Hon'ble Minister in response to a State government presentation
that it is incorrect and not in keeping with the law to exclude those within municipal
boundaries from the implementation of the Act; even if there are no Panchayat Gram
Sabhas, meetings can be called at the settlement or ward level. It was pointed out that
in 2009 and 2010, the Ministry had taken a position that municipal areas are excluded
from the implementation of the Act.1

These clarifications would then have to be

withdrawn and fresh ones issued; this was agreed to by the Ministry.


Need for inclusion of pastoralists and nomadic communities in implementation
of the Act: It was pointed out that it is still not covered in most State Action Plans.



Pre-existing rights recognition is not a substitute for implementation of the Act:
It was pointed out that pre-existing regimes of rights recognition, such as those in
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Jharkhand and the North-east, are not necessarily a
substitute for recognition of rights under this Act. This Act provides for issue of written
titles and also covers a different set of rights than many of these other systems (in
several cases rights under the Act are not covered under pre-existing systems). In
particular, a prior forest settlement is in no way a substitute for the implementation of
this Act.

In conclusion

27.

Concluding the discussions, Secretary, Ministry of Tribal Affairs reiterated that while

setting out targets which are specific with respect to activities, it should be kept in mind that
there is a need to strengthen institutional mechanisms so that the momentum generated
could be sustained over a period of time. She emphasised the need for strong Institutional
mechanisms to provide training, monitoring and evaluations as well as grievance redressal.
Such institutions need to be given specific responsibilities and the SDLC or DLC should do
the role of oversight. The State Action Plans need to embed the plan for strengthening
institutional mechanisms for this purpose, if necessary, in collaboration with the Tribal
Research Institutes. She reminded the States about the need to analyse what is working and
what is not. The progress needs to be assessed thoroughly and gaps need to be pointed.
Also an assessment of the kind of support that is required needs to be communicated to
MoTA so that timely and quality technical assistance could be provided. She mentioned that
the Ministry has been actively communicating with Chief Secretaries and in order to keep the
momentum going as well as raise the bar further, this communication will be sustained.
The final directions to the States for action can be summed up as follows :


All the States should list the exact areas of implementation clearly and list out the
habitations having forest interface where recognition of rights has not commenced and
bring it to a logical conclusion in a time bound manner.



The States should give high priority to recognition of community rights including right
to protect and manage CFR under section 3(1)(i) of the Act and

ensure that all

community claims are disposed of in a time bound manner


The DLC and the SLMC needs to ensure that all Forest Rights Committees are formed
at the Gram Sabha level and as per the Act, the Gram Sabha is held at the village or
habitation level and not at the Panchayat level in Scheduled or non Scheduled areas.



SLMC meetings should review the progress of implementation in the States and submit
the quarterly progress report to the Ministry of Tribal Affairs as per the amended Rules
of FRA. Further States were asked to incorporate the comments and suggestions
provided by Hon‟ble Minister of Tribal Affairs and other experts on the panel and

submit on a quarterly basis the progress made on the Action Plan along with the
Monthly Progress Report.


States having population of Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Groups were asked to
provide special attention towards recognition of their habitat rights. They should take
the support and assistance of researchers and resource institutions in the respective
States to facilitate issuing necessary directions for identification, recognition and
vesting of habitat rights.



It was further reiterated that after recognition of rights, States need to ensure the
formation of committee under Rule 4(1)(e) for protection and management of CFR
areas.



States should take necessary steps in consultation with the State Forest Departments
to remove any impediments with regards to MFP ownership and transit permits and
realign policies as per the provisions of the Act and the Rules.



The DLC and SLMC also need to ensure that FRA is implemented and both individual
and community rights are recognized in Protected Areas (National Parks and
Sanctuaries) and this process should not wait for identification or declaration of Critical
Wild Life Habitats (CWH).



All States must take up capacity building of officials at all level for implementation of
FRA as the priority areas and training modules need to be developed with the State
training institutes‟ and in collaboration with other departments such as Panchayati Raj,
Revenue, Forest etc.



The Ministry of Tribal Affairs also extended invitation to each state to give proposals for
any subject related to FRA implementation and assured that Ministry would take every
step for early approval of the proposals. Proposals could also be submitted by the
states to NSTFDC with a copy to Director, MoTA and Ministry can facilitate the process
of approval of the proposal with NSTFDC.

Sl.
No.
1

State
Andhra
Pradesh

Salient features of the Action Plan

















Observation

Workshops and trainings for
 Andhra
Pradesh
was
Revenue, Forest and TW
appreciated for the different
Officers.
initiatives taken by them on
implementation of FRA and the
Awareness
programs
for
robust Action Plan prepared by
political parties, NGOs and
them.
village level campaign to raise
awareness through Kalajatha,
Some of the other observations that
posters, pamphlets, etc.
were made are
 The action of the State in giving
Local tribal youth to be
CFR titles to JFM Committees
deployed as Social Mobilizers
was in violation of the Act and
and every FRC to be assisted
these
titles
should
be
by 2-4 Social Mobilizers and
withdrawn.
animators for filing claims,
Record keeping, Awareness
building.
 Rejection of individual claims on
the ground level they fall within
JFM areas was incorrect.
One para-legal assistant for
two FRCs - to assist for
settlement of minor disputes
 Implementation of the Act
should be at the hamlet / village
level.
Detailed revised operational
guidelines for implementation
are issued. 7,500 habitations
having forest interface were
identified
Detailed revised operational
guidelines
comprehensively
identifying all the community
rights in the forest lands are
issued.
A road map has been
prescribed for completion of
the process by end of January,
2013
On the Issue of Grievance
Redressal no petition of the
aggrieved person is disposed
off, unless he has been given
a reasonable opportunity to
present anything in support of
his claim.
The SDLC or the DLC shall
remand the claim to the GS for











reconsideration instead of
modifying or rejecting the
same; in case the resolution or
the recommendation of the
Gram Sabha is found to be
incomplete
or
prima-facie
requires
additional
examination.
The decisions of the SDLC
and
DLC
that
involve
modification or rejection of a
Gram Sabha resolution or
recommendation of the SDLC
shall give detailed reasons for
modification or rejection, as
the case may be
A Committee with the Special
Chief Secretary and CCLA as
Chairman and Commissioner
of Tribal Welfare as Convener
has been constituted to act as
a
catalyst
for
effective
monitoring
and
implementation of the Act.
The Committee shall meet as
frequently as required and
ensure orderly and expeditious
implementation of the Act in
the State.
To incorporate all of rights
recognised in the Revenue
Records so as to make the
right holders eligible for
government
developmental
interventions and bank loans
and frame simple rules for land
administration of these lands.
Prepare a comprehensive
plan for land development and
for improving the economics of
cultivation in these lands.
Providing irrigation facilities,
planning for water shed
management,
plantation
development,
drip
and
sprinkler irrigation etc under
the various schemes of the

Central and State Government
viz. MGNREGS, IJP, APMIP
etc.
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Odisha











Revision of existing training
material Simplified Procedural
Guideline of determination
process of Community Rights,
Rights over Community Forest
Resource,
Grievance
and
Appeal, Conversion of Forest
Village/ habitation, Habitat
Rights
Training
cum
Orientation
Program
for
Government
Officials, especially officials of
SDLC and DLC and TOT for
selected officials from each
districts to carry further training
cum orientation program for
Field Level Officials, CBOs,
NGOs, PRI members
Special Awareness Program
for
FRC
members
at
Panchayat Level on various
provisions of Forest Rights
Act, especially on Community
Rights, Community Forest
Resource,
Grievance
Redressal Mechanism
State Government is planning
to revalidate the list prepared
based on Census Report,
2001. If any hamlet/ settlement
is left out from this list, then
process would be followed as
provided under Rule 2A of
Amendment Forest Rights
Amendment Rules, 2012, and
this process is likely to be
completed by Jan 2013. There
are 30 Districts and 58 SubDivisions in the State of
Odisha.
DLC and SDLC has been
constituted in all districts and



The performance of Odisha
was commendable on the
implementation of FRA and all
the enabling directions and
guidelines issued by the State



The efforts of the State
Government in translation of
the Act and the Rules in the
regional languages and
relatively higher recognition of
community rights in the State
was also appreciated



There was, however, need for
ensuring further implementation
of community forest resource
rights, without extraneous
conditions and as per customary
boundaries, and recognition of
habitat rights for all Particularly
Vulnerable Tribal Groups in the
State.














sub-divisions as per the
provisions laid down under
Act, 2006 and Rules, 2008
State government is planning
to Review all the CFR titles
issued till end of Oct 2012
Complete the process of
recognition of CFR by end of
Dec 2013.
As the provision wise
information is not available,
State government is planning
to Review all the titles issued
till end of Oct 2012
Complete the process of
recognition of CR by end of
Dec 2013.State Government is
planning
to
initiate Gram Panchayat level
special
campaign
(Jungle
Adhikar „O‟ Surakhya Mela) to
make
the
Gram
Sabha
members more aware on
various provisions of the law
with
the
help
of
PRI
institutions, FNGOs and other
local
groups
Provide required handholding
support to Gram Sabhas to
accomplish the process within
a time bound period
On the issue of Grievance
redressal Development of
template for
grievance
applications and storing of
templates at Gram Panchayat
office
Opening of complaint boxes at
premises of Gram Panchayat
office, Block Office, SubCollector office and District
Collector office
Special cell at district level will
be
formed
for
F.R.A.
complains.
District Tribal development
















officers
will
be
made
responsible for disposal of
complains.
Disposal of complains will bee
reviewed monthly in DLC and
quarterly at SDLC.
Divisional commissioners will
be authorized for
physical
verification of progress made
under the Act.
Special Gram Sabha to review
the rejected claims and
Special camps at Gram
Panchayat Level for hearing of
rejected claims
Special
Drive
at
Gram
Panchayat
level
for
sensitization
over
various
empowered provisions
Special Drive for Constitution
of Committee under Rule
4(1)(e)
Development of simplified
guidelines for preparation of
management and conservation
plan
and thumb rules/
protocols
for
sustainable
management of forest and
forest resource
CFR wings to provide required
handholding support to Gram
Sabha/ Committee on both
technical and non-technical
aspects of management
State Rules pertaining to
transit permit yet to be
modified
State already initiated the
process of convergence of
various central and State
sponsored
programs
and
schemes, like Indira Awas
Yojna, MGNREGA, National
Horticulture Mission, National
Bamboo Mission, Old age
pension,
Widow
Pension,
Integrated Action Plan (IAP)
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Chattishgar
h















5299 villages of 18 districts
identified for implementation of
Act.
14871 Gram Sabhas held and
14871
Forest
Right
Committees formed.
Special Gram Sabha is
proposed to be organizes
during February 2013 to revise
the
composition
of
ST
members in FRC as per
amendment in the Rules
.
More than 70% Gram Sabha
(10500) have not claimed for
any community rights. DLCs
has been made responsible to
ensure proposal of C.F.R. in
each
village.
Details of C.F.R. and process
of preparing proposal for
C.F.R. will be made available
in simple language.
NGO‟s will be involved in
educating members of F.R.C.
and P.R.I. members. Awarding
community rights in each
panchayat is supposed to
finish.
Standard format has been
developed for communicating
rejections.
Receipt of rejections (showing
reason) will be maintained in
Gram Panchayat and list will
be displayed on the notice
board of G.P.
Fresh applications against
rejections will be treated as
appeal cases
District level committee will
obtain declaration from each
gram panchayat that :All claims have been
disposed
of
as
per
provisions in the Act.



There was need for making a
distinction
between
the
collective habitat rights of
Particularly Vulnerable Tribal
Groups and individual rights of
their members. Habitat rights of
PTGs
require
separate
emphasis.



Similar emphasis was required
for the recognition of OTFD
rights and community rights,
particularly community forest
resource rights.



The high rate of rejection in the
State requires a review.



It needs to be noted that Gram
Panchayat has no role to play
under the Act, so the declaration
needs to be obtained from each
Gram Sabha as they are the
initiating authority.

-

-

-
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Madhya
Pradesh










All
individual
and
community rights approved
by D.L.C. have been
awarded
this
and
possession of land to the
applicant is over.
All cases rejected are
conveyed to the applicants
with reasons.
No case is pending for
disposal at G.S.,SDLC and
DLC level

Gram Sabha/Van Adhikar
Samiti being the first level of
adjudication, Act and rules
have been translated in
different tribal dialects (Korku,
Bhili, Gondi) to make the
law/rules understandable to
tribal members.
Training of master trainers at
district level has been planned
along with refresher courses
field officials and functionaries
to be completed by Jan 2013
All
the
District/subdivisions/villages near forest
area have been listed.
The list of hamlets/habitations
will be prepared in phases till
December, 2012.
The FRCs in the
hamlets/habitations will be
constituted simultaneously.
All DLCs & SDLs have been
formed, Amendments will be
notified by Jan.2013.



The claims of CFR rights in
remaining villages will be
covered from April 2013 to
Sept. 2013.



The CFR received will be
corroborated from the records









The State Government was
commended for the efforts
made towards implementation
of the Act and drawing up of
fairly detailed Action Plan.
The State needs to focus on
habitat rights of Particularly
Vulnerable Tribal Groups
The state also needs to plan for
transfer of ownership rights to
the Gram Sabha and make all
efforts to end State monopoly
over certain NTFP‟s. Transit
permit also needs to be handed
over to the committee of Gram
Sabha
Rejection rates in some districts
were very high and require
review (as was also being
planned
by
the
State
government).

of
Revenue
&
Forest
Departments, April 2013.


A joint campaign by field level
functionaries
of
Tribal,
Revenue & Forest department
to identify FRCs at village level
will take place during the
above mentioned period.



Recognition of Habitat rights of
PTGs have been planned to
be identified
by February
2013.



Forest villages, unrecorded
settlements and old habitations
will be identified from the
census record.
Conversion of forest villages in
to revenue villages will be
completed by June 2013
subject to repeal of GOI Latter
No.
23011/28/2008-SG-II
Dated. 03.12.2008 & dated
01.09.2011.
The recognition of rights of
pastoralists and nomadic have
been planned to be identified
and recoded by March 2013
for the migrating nomadic
groups from neighboring states
The number of GSs which are
yet to claim individual rights
[Sec.3(1)(a),(f),(g), and (m) ] is
yet to be obtained.









The GSs will be made aware
of the fresh amendments and
claims will be invited during
December 2012 to May 2013.



All the districts have been
instructed to review the

rejected claims of OTFDs
which have been rejected due
to insistence upon occupation
over forest land for 75 years


All
National
Parks
and
sanctuaries where process of
recognition of rights have
begun will be completed by
Sept. 2013



All the District Collectors have
been instructed to create
accessible grievance redressal
system in the district to hear
the
cases such as nonprovision of records, violation
of rights, harassment etc.
Monthly monitoring is being
done by the Directorate of
Tribal
Area
Development
Planning. 300 Complaints
were received at the TADP
and got enquired by the
collectors.









The
monitoring
of
the
implementation of FRA is
continuously being done by
Sub-Divisional Magistrate at
SDLC, by Collectors at DLC
and by the Chief Secretary of
the state at SLMC
In addition Commissioner,
Tribal
Area
Development
Planning
monitors
the
implementation of FRA on
monthly
basis
and
continuously gives necessary
instructions
to
all
the
functionaries concerned in
districts to improve the status
of implementation.
Implementation of FRA is also
being monitored by the Hon'ble
Chief Minister in Quarterly
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Maharashtr



Review Meetings.
Setting up of a "Regional
Monitoring Cell" to monitor the
implementation of FRA in six
northern states is proposed
which will be headed by a
Director in the rank of Principal
Secretary.
The Forest Department will
continuously train and impart
awareness to the deed holders
for conserving /managing the
forest resources. This work will
be done through a campaign
in mission mode till Dec. 2013.
The annual action plan of
Forest Dept. will incorporate
the special component for
conservation and management
of forest in the villages where
FRs have been provided.
The deed holders are being
benefited by development
schemes being implemented
under MANREGA, Indira Awas
Yojana, Kapildhara Wells,
lifting device for irrigation,
Kisan Credit Cards and
various other schemes meant
for agriculture and animal
husbandry.
The deed holders will be given
priority in all the other
schemes which will accrue the
benefit in their favor.
Instructions have been issued
to all collectors to converge all
beneficiary oriented schemes
in favour of deed holders vide
latter
no./1425/NREGSMP/NR-16/2011 Dated - 9
Feb. 2011
All the non - nationalized MFP
are free from transit permit in
the State.
Publicity to the Revised Rules



While the State Government

a















2012 will be given through
Hand bills, Posters etc.
Form “C” of Revised Rules
2012 will be circulated among
all 15002 Forest Rights
Committees & get it filled
through the concerned District
Collectors.
Help of Civil Society & NGO
will be taken in this regard.
State Level Workshop will be
organized in the month of
January 2013.
All the concerned subDivisional officer have been
asked to prepare a list of all
hamlets / habitations in all
Gram Panchayat in Forest
areas in their jurisdiction.
Instruction have been issued
to all the District Collectors to
constitute Committees under
rule 4(I) (e) for protection of
wildlife, forest and
biodiversity.
All the concerned District
Collectors have been asked to
take a review of total number
of FRCs constituted under
their jurisdiction & contact to
the FRCs who have yet not
submitted the claims for
community Forest Rights. To
facilitate this they have been
asked to provide necessary
forms to the FRCs
5
years
Community
Conservation
Development
(CCD) plan of Primitive Tribal
Groups is being drawn up.
Special attention will be given
to include the Primitive Tribal
Group
Beneficiary
under
Forest Rights Act in that plan.
There are no forest villages









has made substantial progress
in recognition of individual rights
and recognition of community
rights especially in Gadchiroli
district,
recognition
of
community rights including CFR
rights needs to be stepped up in
other districts.
The State Government also
needs to draw up a plan for
transferring ownership rights of
MFP‟s to Gram Sabha and
make effort that the State
monopoly over MFP‟s is ended.
The State Government should
also step up the process of
recognition of habitat rights of
Particularly Vulnerable Tribal
Groups.
Conversion of forest villages
into revenue villages needed to
be accorded high priority in all
areas of the State and the
Supreme Court order should not
be treated as a bar.
As per the FR Rules, the
Committee under Rule 4(1)(e)
has to be constituted by Gram
Sabha.







except 73 in Nandurbar
District. The District Collector
Nandurbar has been asked to
convert these 73 forest villages
into Revenue Villages. But as
per information received from
Collector Nandurbar the matter
of conversion of these forest
villages into revenue villages is
pending in Hon‟ble Supreme
Court. He has been asked to
furnish latest position of the
case as well as to take further
necessary action
All the concerned District
Collectors,
Sub-Divisional
Officers,
Additional
Commissioner
Tribal
Development & Project Officer
Integrated Tribal Development
Project have been asked to
form Grievance Redresseal
Cell in their respective offices.
These cells will be given wide
publicity. Also these will be
communicated
to
the
concerned Gram Sabha.
There is a provision for appeal.
Up to 31/10/2012,
93088
appeals have been filed before
District Level Committee and
43261 appeals before SubDivisional Level Committee.



To facilitate speedy disposal of
appeals Additional Collectors
have been given the powers to
hear the cases along with
District Collectors.



all the District Collectors have
been instructed vide letter
dated 23/05/2012 & dated
3/10/2012 to give the benefits
of existing schemes ie. Wells
under
National
Rural
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Tripura











Employment Guarantee Act
(NREGA) plantation under
National
Horticulture
Management etc. to the
beneficiaries of the Forest
Rights Act.
All the Project Officers &
Additional
Commissioner
Tribal Development have been
instructed vide letter dated
15/03/2012 & 08/11/2012 to
give benefits of the Schemes
of
Tribal
Development
Department preferentially to
the beneficiary of the Forest
Rights Act ie. Oil Engine,
Motor pump, HDPF pipe etc.
A comprehensive proposal has
been submitted to the Govt. of
Maharashtra
For
giving
benefits to the beneficiaries of
Forest
Rights
Act.
Booklet
/
pamphlet
on
Amended Rules, 2012 is being
prepared in local languages
for
distribution
to
all
implementing agencies / PRIs.
Workshop in all districts
involving PRIs and Govt.
officials for familiarization with
the provisions of the Amended
Rules -2012
shall be
organized by 30th April,2013.
Notice
requesting
forest
dwellers to submit claims shall
be published by 15th May,
2013
Forest Rights Committees
have already been constituted
for all Gram Panchayats &
Village Committees.
Sub-Divisional Level
Committees for all SubDivisions and District Level







The State Government needs to
clearly formulate the plans
related to recognition of CFR
rights where it has not yet been
implemented. Clear assessment
has to be undertaken to list all
the villages with forest interface.
The State Government Action
Plan does not provide any steps
for recognition of community
rights.
It also mentions that more than
2000 families are to be affected
as a result of declaration of
critical wildlife habitat. However,
no families can be relocated till
the recognition and vesting of
rights under FRA is completed
and all the provisions under
Section 4(2) are taken care of.
No steps have been mentioned

Committees for all districts
constituted.


Percentage of CWH area of
the total of protected area is
66% and total families likely
to be affected is around 2055



Special Cell has been set up in
the Directorate of Welfare for
Sch. Tribes exclusively to deal
with the matters related to
grievance of forest dwellers on
implementation of FRA.
Ground for rejection has been
listed and shall be informed to
the concerned claimants by
30th June, 2013.





Claims rejected for want of
documents shall be reviewed
by June, 2013.



Database of all forest dwellers
vested with forest rights had
been prepared for providing
economic benefits .
Action Plan has been prepared
for
providing
economic
benefits to all forest dwellers
by 2014-15.
Schemes
of
all
line
departments
including
MGNREGA and externally
aided
projects
being
converged.
SLMC under chairmanship of
the Chief Secretary and
DLMCs under concerned DM
& Collectors constituted
to
monitor the economic benefits
provided to forest dwellers by
line departments.
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Jharkhand



Translated

booklets

of



that are required in the light of
the recent amendments to
Rules.
It is also unclear if Gram
Sabhas has been constituted at
the village of hamlet level as the
Action Plan mentions that FRC‟s
have been constituted for all
Gram Panchayats and village
committees.

the It is appreciated that the State

Forest Right Act in six
regional
languages
i.e.
Nagpuri, Mundari, Kharia, Ho,
Santhali
&
Kurukh.










Government has drawn up a plan for
training of different level of
functionaries. Certain other issues
were also highlighted, such as, It needs to be ensured by when
Awareness Generation and
the reconstitution of the DLC
outreach program i.e. leaflet;
and SDLC will be completed
Posters, booklet of guidelines
have been circulated amongst
 It
was
reiterated
that
all 24 districts of Jharkhand
irrespective of any rights
State.
granted previously under any
other
legislation
or
state
legislation, implementation of
Documentary film in Hindi “for
mass
awareness
among
FRA is binding on the States for
beneficiaries regarding Forest
all areas having
forest and
Right Act” has also been made
forest dwellers. It also needs to
and telecast through Ranchi
be emphasized that other
Doordarshan
legislations which recognise
Awareness generation of the
concessions are different from
target group through radio
rights which are recognised
messages
(jingles)
under this Act
broadcasted from important
stations of Akashvani and
 The JFM commitiies have no
private radio channels.
recognition under FRA. JFM
committtes are not synonymous
Joint
Training
with
key
with the Committes as prescried
departments such as Forest
under 4(1)e.
Committee
Department, Revenue and
prescried in Rule 4 (1) e will be
Panchayati Raj and Rural
selected/ elected by Gram
Department among others.
Sabha
from
amongst
its
Specific sessions with forest
members
officials and tribal officials
would be beneficial in clarifying
The rights recognised for CFR
roles and responsibilities in
areas , the Committee under
effective implementation of
Rule 4(1)( e) will manage and
FRA.
protect the forest areas and the
plans are to prepared by the
Gram Sabha .
Identification and training of
master trainers and non
 The FRA mandates that
government organisations who
Communities are owners of the
are aware or need to be
MFPs and therefore transit
trained in the Forest Rights Act
permits are to be provided by
to hand hold the communities
committee under Gram Sabha
interested in claiming forest
and it applies for all MFPS
right
under
the
FRA.
including tendu. The
continuation of present
arrangement regarding the
Facilitating new and innovative

dissemination tools for field
official such as Panchayats
Shivirs
and
other
communication strategies as
may be desired for out reach
and knowledge dissemination
and including best practices in
other states.








Community
Forest
Right
Campaign on mission mode,
Clarification of roles and
Deputation of special staff for
FRA
implementation
and
palpable tendency to cede the
initiative
to
the
Forest
Department, the Revenue
Department and the Rural
Development department.
Create a data base of tracking
the recognition process and
facilitating
the
recognition
process by providing credible
evidence including satellite
imageries. This will be done
with clear parameters of
tracking the process
Instructions have been issued
to
all
the
Additional
Commissioners,
Tribal
Development
&
Project
Officers
Integrated Tribal
Development Project to give
the benefits of Individual
Beneficiary Schemes under
Tribal
Development
Department to the people who
have got land under forest
rights
Development
of
Implementation Strategy for
the selected Districts in
collaboration with State and
District Level Government
Bodies and CSOs, Experts
and Consultant is under
process

State monopoly of tendu patta is
not tenable. The State needs to
mention what steps are being
taken to ensure that full
ownesrship righst are
transferred to Gram Sabhas


Over all it was observed that
implementation of the Act in the
State was not commensurate
with the large tribal and forest
dwelling population in the State.
There
was
a
need
for
accelerating the process of
implementation of the Act
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Kerala














Plan for conversion of forest
villages,
unrecorded
settlements and old habitations
into
revenue
villages
Convergence and consistence
in
policies
of
different
departments
To facilitate this process, an
information cell at the SDLC
and DLC level is being
created.
Model guidelines has been
framed for effective interaction
and coordination between
SLMC, DLC and SDLC.
Alternately, a task force may
also be created at the SLMC
level which can formulate a
transparent mechanism and
which shall also exercise
authority for mid course
correction
Training to all DLC/ SDLC
through Video conference
4
Regional
workshops
conducted in November
A handbook prepared in
Malayalam and distributed to
all FRCs, officials
Talks given in local radio/ FM
station
Web based monitoring system
being developed
Call Center will start operation
in December
Regular review at State level
Claims for CFR (3 (1)) & Dev
Rights (3 (2)) have been dealt
with together (1395 nos.)
which now need to be
separated.
CFR – All claims will be settle
before Dec 31 (except in Idukki
district where target is March)
Directions were issued for










The State action Plan for
implementation of FRA is very
sketchy.
The State Government
mentions that claims for rights
from Particularly Vulnerable
Tribal Groups have been
received but it is unclear if any
claims for habitat rights have
been received. No clear step
have been identified for
recognition of habitat rights.
The plan for recognition of CFR
rights is also not well laid out.
The State Government
mentions that there are no
OTFD‟s in the State. This needs
to be further verified once the
State is able to draw up list of all
forest dependent villages.
The State also needs to initiate
the process of recognition of
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TamilNadu



collecting fresh applications, if
any,
from
nomadic
communities
5 PTGs in Kerala. Claims
already received
Special campaign for PTG‟s
conducted
through
Tribal
promoters
The Process of recognition of
rights not started in protected
areas
Claims from 5 National Parks
& 16 wildlife sanctuaries are to
be considered
All pending and fresh claims to
be settled by Nov 30th 2013
Special team for survey in
Idukki District (where survey is
pending)
Nodal officer appointed for
monitoring the implementation
process
Permanent Record in Villages
– Under discussions
Computerized
records
in
districts for reissue of Record
of Rights, if required
Developmental activities of
Tribal Department – Extended
to all forest areas
Vanasree units by forest
department to sell NTFP
District
level
training
(conservation
and
management
of
forests)
scheduled in January
No OTFDs in Kerala
Listing of habitations/hamlets
following a similar procedure
outlined in Rule 2A within each
panchayat and compiling a list
of FRA focus habitations with
details such as Revenue
village,
Gram
Panchayat,

rights in Protected Areas



It is appreciated that the state
has drawn up a comprehensive
action Plan. However, non
scheduled areas also need to
be clearly indicated in the Plan
and identification of area should









Taluk and District and with
population data (General, ST
and SC).
(Ensure that the „villages‟ for
the purpose of FRA is at the
habitation level (hamlets or
group of hamlets), the natural
habitation, with a small enough
population so that Gram
Sabha meetings are viable and
one-half quorum is obtainable
On
the basis of the list
prepared as said in point 1
above, the gram sabha
meetings may be called at the
habitation level and the
process may be reinitiated if
necessary (including election
of a Forest Rights Committee
for each such habitation etc.).
(It should be made clear that
already recognized rights will
not be disturbed.)
The first priority should be the
preparation of the CFR claim
in Form C along with
demarcating and delineating
the customary and traditional
boundary by the FRC on
behalf
of
the
Gram
Sabha.(effectively requiring the
involvement of the whole
village to determine the
veracity of the claim).
The Gram Sabha is to
constitute a Committee [Rule
4(1)(e)] to carry out and
execute its decisions involving
the holders of forest rights and
village level institutions (if any),
taking charge as required
under the Act [Sec.5] to
exercise
their powers to
protect, conserve and regulate
the forest resource. They may
be advised that this may be
done in parallel with filing the



be based on availability of forest
land and not just on basis of ST
population.
The State Government needs to
initiate the process of vacating
the stay order of the High Court
as a result of which titles have
not been issued during the past
2.5 years.

CFR claim.
Strengthen
the community
process through filing of claims
under Form B, i.e Community
rights [Sec.3(b), (c), (d), (e),
and (k)] where this has not
been done.
Empowering SDLCs




Providing funds for surveying,
instruments and surveyors and
social mobiliser



Engaging
work based Social
mobilsers / social animators to
assist FRCs in the work of
mobilizing the people, filling up
the forms etc



Providing
relevant forest and
revenue maps by SDLCs to Gram
Sabhas



Providing guidelines, rules, letters
from MoTA, etc in Tamil and
publicity materials under Act for
distribution to all the concerned
villages.
Identifying
and
involving
dedicated
NGOs/Voluntary
agencies who are interested or
already
associated
in
implementation of this Act for
tribals.
Providing work based community
surveyors to take up the survey
work to assist FRC as decided by
the SDOs





Mass Awareness campaign
Role of Rural Development and
Panchayathiraj Department


Assisting
Sub
Divisional
Officers in identification of
panchayats
which
have
Scheduled Tribe population

and listing out the panchayats
in Sub divisions


Assisting
Sub
Divisional
Officers in listing of FRA
focus habitations / hamlets
with population data (General,
ST
and
SC)
in
each
panchayat.



Conduct of gram sabha
meetings at the habitation
level and election of a Forest
Rights Committee for each
such habitation.
Role of Forest Department
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Assam



Aligning MFP areas/ assisting
in preparation of the CFR
claim in Form C with Gram
sabha jurisdictions



Special orientation of field staff
of Sanctuaries and National
Parks
in
facilitating
the
implementation of the Act



FRA 2006 translated, printed
and circulated to DLCs/
SDLCs/ FRCs at GS level in
Assamese, Bengali and Boro
language
and
training
programmes organised at
different level for field level
officials during 2008-09 with
Power-Point presentation to
brief different clauses of FRA
2006 and Rules thereof







The State Government needs to
assess the exact list of villages /
hamlets that are likely to be
covered under FRA so as to
have a realistic estimation of
implementation work ahead.
The State Government needs to
clearly plan for recognition of
rights in the protected areas as
no plan has been put in place.
The strategy mentioned by the



Further trainings on revised
Rules and Guidelines shall be
organised shortly after
finalisation of modified action
plan by SLMC.



22 DLCs and 30 SDLCs
already constituted. 2 DLCs
and 5 SDLCs under two
Autonomous District Councils
namely Karbi Anglong & Dima
Hasao yet to be constituted



1387 gram sabhas covering all
forest villages, hamlets &
habitations under 17 DLCs
already formed. Formation of
gram sabhas in remaining
forest villages, hamlets &
habitations under process



1387 forest villages have
claimed CFR rights under
[Sec.3 (1) (i)] and total claims
recommended to DLC 4800
nos, out of which 1244 nos.
already cleared by DLC.



DLC s/SDLCs sensitized to
ensure
that
every
FRC
considers claim of CFR rights
as per provision of FR Act.



DetailedAction Plan being
chalked out in consultation
with SLMC shortly so as to
complete whole process by
end of 2013.



Joint survey by Forest and
Revenue officials already
started in villages where title
certificates already distributed



State Government regarding
formation of Committee to
manage forest resources under
( Rule 4 ( 1) (e) ) will be decided
in consultation with Forest
Department. However, forest
department has no role as per
the Act to form this Committee
which will be formed by the
Gram Sabha from among its
members.
The State Government needs to
clearly formulate the plans
related to recognition of CFR
rights where it has not yet been
implemented. Clear assessment
has to be undertaken to list all
the villages with forest interface

to eligible forest dwellers by
DLCs.


DLCs and SDLCs sensitized to
consider claims of OTFDs as
per provision of FR Act 2006.



No process for recognition of
rights in protected areas
started.



SLMC being convened shortly
where
all
Chairman
of
DLC/SDLC be invited for
finalisation of next action plan
as per revised Guidelines.
DLC s/SDLCs sensitized to
ensure
that
every
FRC
considers claim of CFR rights
as per provision of FR Act.
Rural Dev. Schemes under
PRI being implemented in
forest
villages
as
well.
Moreover,
schemes
for
drinking water facilities, road
connectivity, school building,
sub
centres,
anganbadi
centres
are
also
being
implemented in recognised
forest villages, hamlets &
habitation.
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Himachal
Pradesh







Provided printed copies of the
Act and Rules in English and
Hindi
languages
to
the
stakeholders.



Documentary
of
Success
Stories, Pamphlets to be
developed



Organisation
of
workshops/training programs
at State level/Distt. level for
IEC & capacity building of the
members of District and SubDivisional Level Committees

Despite a large forest area and
forest dwelling population,
implementation of the Act in the
State had been very slow
The FRA mandates Gram
sabha at the village or at the
habitation level and and not at
the Panchayat level. So all
Forest Rights Committees have
to be reconstituted at the village
or habitation Level

and other concerned officers.


All
151
Forest
Rights
Committees
have
been
constituted at Panchayat level
by Gram Sabha in tribal areas
and process of claims is
underway thereof. In rest of
the State the constitution of
FRCs is in process and by six
months the exercise will be
completed



9 DLCs and 47 SDLCs are yet
to be formed in non-tribal
areas.



All villages will be covered
during the year 2013 for CFR
rights



Formation
of
teams
o
consisting of four members of
such trained officers and local
NGOs/Mahila Mandals/Yuvak
Mandals
by
respective
DC/SDM for imparting training
to
FRCs/PRIs/local
govt.
officials and other stakeholders
and chalking out detailed
Action Plan.






Wide
publicity,
regular
meetings, and timely follow
ups adopted to ensure that all
villages claim CFR rights
For
next
6
months,
special/regular Gram Sabha
shall be convened for calling
claims and to authorize FRCs
to accept claims and all efforts
shall be made by the
Committees to finalise the
claims and rights by end of









No implemenatation of the Act
has taken place in the non
scheduled areas
Over all implementation of the
Act in the State is very poor and
the Action Plan also does not
highlight the issues and the
concrete steps that will be taken
up by the State
.
A review of the implementation
of the Act in Himachal Pradesh
reveals that a very small
number of 5688 claims have
been filed against which only 7
titles have been distributed so
far which is a matter of grave
concern to this Ministry. Further
there has been no change in the
figures provided by the State
Govt. in the last six months in
spite of the Ministry‟s effort to
hold regional workshops and
guidance to the State Tribal
Welfare Department
Himachal Pradesh has a huge
number of forest dependent
communities
who
have
traditionally been engaged in
protecting and managing the
forests. Given this back drop
Himachal Pradesh should have
been one of the leading States
in recognition of rights of the
forest dwellers specially the
Community Forest Resource
Rights.

1. It also needs reiteration that
implementation of FRA cannot
be kept aside due to settlements
done in the past

year 2013.
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West
Bengal



OTFDs will also be covered as
per plan mentioned above.



The process of fecognition of
rights has already begun in the
10 Sanctuaries and one
National Park



Special Task Teams shall be
constituted at Tehsil level
consisting of Tehsildar, Range
Officer(Forest),
and
representative of respective
Panchayat for speedy disposal
of any grievance.



Directions to be issued to write
clear cut speaking orders
highlighting the reasons for
rejection



Sub Divisional Officer (Civil)/
Deputy
Commissioner
concerned are responsible for
monitoring and evaluation at
the level of SDLC and DLC.
Teams from Tribal Dev. Deptt.
and TRI shall also be
entrusted
the
task
for
montoring and evaluation.



Govt. has already earmarked
9% of State Plan funds to
5.87% tribal population and
rights holders will be linked
with
the
schemes
like
MGNREGA,RKVY,
NHRM,
RSBY , Atal Swasthya Sewa,
RMSA, SSA etc.



Training materials have been
developed: Hand bills, banners
and posters have been printed.
Arrangements
for
publicity
through
making
in
the



While the State Government
has initated the

process of

implementation

of

FRA,













concerned areas has been
made. For mass awareness,
service of Dhakis (Drum
Beaters) have already been
engaged by BCW Department.
Booklets containing important
and relevant provisions of the
Act and Rules have been
prepared.
In respect of West Bengal,
FRCs are constituted at Gram
Sansad Level and not at Gram
Sabha Level (this has been
done with the approval from
GoI).
Special
drive
is
being
undertaken to cover about 70
forest villages in the District of
Darjeeling from where claims
may be filed. Those claims
would be processed within
June, 2013. The political
situation in Darjeeling District
has improved.
About 100 FRCs are expected
to be formed in the three left
out Sub-divisions of Darjeeling
District. Efforts are made to
start
the
process
of
implementation in the light of
the improved political situation.
Separate FRC in respect of
hamlets within 1 Gram Sansad
area has already been
constituted in Jalpaiguri District
as required.
Sufficient claims have already
been received from 5 Districts.

substantial progress has not
been made


Plan for listing of all possible
hamlets or habitations close to
forests and the estimate of the
amount of work at hand has not
been done



The steps proposed for taking
forward

the

process

of

recognition of community claims
with emphasis on Community
Forest Resource rights (CFRs)
under section 3(1)(i) of the
Forest Rights Act is not well laid
out


Strategy

for

formation

of

committees under Rule 4(1)(e)
and the steps for developing
conservation and management
plans

for

community

forest

resources needs attention


The State Government needs to
draw up



plan for post-claim support and
hand holding to holders of forest
rights



Government of West Bengal, by
order no 1220/PN/O/I/1A-2/07
dated 17.03.2008, has issued









Some more claims may be filed
by forest dwellers in the District
of Darjeeling.

instructions that Forest Rights

About 3,000 community rights
claims are under process of
enquiry

are the electoral constituencies

Committee should be formed at
the Gram Sansad level which

of Gram Panchayat which may
consist of more than one village.

Most of the Other Traditional
Forest Dwellers (OTFD) are
unable to prove that they have
been living in forest areas for
three generations to make them
eligible for getting forest rights.
The process of recognition of
rights has begun in all
Protected Areas which include
Jaldapara, Gorumara and
Neora Valley National Parks,
Buxa Tiger Reserve and
Mahananda Wildlife Sanctuary.
The provisions of the Act are
discussed in the JFMC meeting
and in the forest villages
through Panchayat and Forest
Department machinery.



All the concerned SDLCs,
Block Level Team, Gram
Sansad and FRCs are being
made aware of the CFR Rights
as per the Act and Rules so
that the concerned forest
dwellers may claim CFR
Rights.



Plan for conversion of forest
village, unrecorded settlements
and old habitations into
revenue villages has not yet
been initiated as the forest

However

Forest

Rights

Act

defines Gram Sabha at the
village or at the habitation level
and constitution of Forest Rights
Committee at the level of Gram
Sabha.


Forest Rights Committee shall
act as a functional committee
under Gram Unnayan Samiti
and it also mentions that
Chairperson and the secretary
of Gram Unnayan Samiti shall
act as chairperson and the
Secretary of the Forest Righst
Committee.



It may be mentioned that Rules
of FRA states that the Gram
Sabha shall elect from amongst
its members, the Forest Rights
Committee (FRC) and
FRC
shall decide on a chairperson
and a secretary and intimate it
to the Sub-Divisional Level
Committee. Therefore it is not
binding on the FRC to have
Chairperson and the Secretary
of Gram Unnayan Samiti as
chairperson and the Secretary
of the Forest Rights Committee.



JFM committes are not the

rights implementation process.
Forest and L&LR Departments
have, however, taken up the
issues.

committees recognized under
the Act. Committeeto manage
forest resources has to be
formed by the Gram Sabha
under Rule 4(1)(e) on the FR
Rules.
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Goa

The issue of recognition of the
rights of Pastoralists and
Nomadic
communities
are
being
examined.
Cultural
Research Institute under the
BCW Department is examining
the matter.
 In order to ensure that all
claimants whose claims have
been rejected are informed of
the reasons for rejection the
Block level Team consisting of
officials from Forest, P&RD,
L&LR and BCW Department
have already been engaged to
enquire the rejected cases who
are going to the field, preparing
sketch maps and noting the
facts on the applications.
 Those applications are being
forwarded
to
the
SDO
concerned. On behalf of
SDLC, SDO is holding hearing
of the rejected cases and
explaining the reasons thereof.
 Training of Master Trainers to
train the trainers/Officers is
fixed in the first week of
December 2012. Resource
persons are being brought from
other States.


Training to the FRCs, SDLCs
and DLCs will be conducted by
these Master Trainers during
the period from December 2012
to January 2013.



List of Gram Sabha (adult








There have been very low
community claims in Goa.
Clear plans to ensure recognition
of community rights need to be
put in place.
The State Government deadline
of 31st March,2013 when all
Gram Sabhas would be able to
claim community rights seems to
be ambitious especially when no
villages have claimed CFR rights
under ( Section 3(i) (1) )
The State Action Plan mentions

members )of all the Hamlets,
Villages have been prepared
and used for conducting the
Gram Sabha meetings.


Till date, in all 129 FRCs have
been constituted.



43 FRCs will be re-constituted
to meet the requirement of 2/3rd
ST members and in 29 Villages
where FRCs could not be
formed for want of Quorum.



Out of 129 FRCs constituted,
there are only 27 Gramsabhas
which have received claims for
the Community Rights in the
State of Goa.



Information
on
community
rights as reflected in working
plan of the forests is being
obtained by 31st December
2012.



Awareness camps are planned
from the month of December
2012 to March 2013 to create
understanding of the rights
amongst the forest dwellers.



By 31st March 2013, all the
Gram Sabhas would be able to
claim community Rights



None of the
claimed CFR
[Sec.3(1)(i)]



Capacity
building
through
training and awareness drives
will help to achieve the target

villages has
rights under

that “information on community
rights as reflected in working
plan on forest is being obtained
….” While this may give an
indicative
list,
the
State
government needs to ensure all
villages having forest interface
are able to claim community
rights.

of filing claims for CFR rights by
31st March 2013.


Arrangements are being made
in all Villages for constitution of
Committee to manage forest
resources under Rule 4 (1) (e)
by Gram Sabha‟s in the month
of December 2012.



Trainings to these Committees
have been planned in the
month of January 2013



Rights of pastoralists and
nomadic communities are yet to
be recognized.



Socio Economic Survey would
be conducted for the forest
dwellers in the month of
January-February 2013



Information collected from the
Socio Economic survey will
help us in facilitating the
process of filing claim for these
rights by Pastoralists and
nomadic communities



For
Grievance
redressal
officers have been appointed at
different
levels
such
as
Mamlatdars/BDOs at every
taluka, SDMs at the Sub
Divisional
Level
District
Collectors at the District level
Facility of Toll free number will
be
installed
centrally
by
January 2013 to provide real
time
response
to
the
grievances
of
the
forest
dwellers
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Rajasthan



TRAINING : Comprehensive



While Rajasthan has planned to

Training Programme Consists
of training at four levels that of
State, District, Block and
Panchayat level









Training of master trainers will
be at Jaipur. Master Trainers
group will consist of CEO,
ACEO, POT, DFO/ACF,
AEn(mining). AEn (Irrigation).
Revenue Officers
(SDM/Tehsildars). As well as
reputed NGO's representatives
who is working in these areas
These trained master trainers
will go at districts level to
impart training at Zila
Parishads. They will be
targeting public
representatives, zila parishad
members, DLOs of different
departments (Revenue,
Irrigation, Forest, Mining) etc.
CDPOs. BDOs, Panchayat
Prasar Officers for training.
These trained personnel in turn
will train block level &
panchayat level officers.
Extensive
promotional
campaign at district, block and
panchayat level.
In the awareness campaign
special focus will be on :
(i) Empowerment of Gram
Sabhas
(ii)Capacity building of FRC's
(iii)Community rights and minor
forest produce
(iv)
Quorum requirements
In 18 districts out of 33 districts
in State DLC have been









fast track the implementation of
FRA through a campaign mode
across the state, it needs to be
ensured that the all eligible
individuals / villages are able to
submit their claims.
The State Government needs to
clarify that Gram Sabha needs to
be held at the village or
habitation level even in non
scheduled areas.
It is stated that forest department
is co coordinating in
implementation. It is unclear
what role has been assigned to
forest department for
coordination as the Act
mandates the tribal welfare
department as the nodal agency
for implementation of FRA.
The State Government needs to
ensure formation of DLC in 15
districts which are yet to be
formed.
The State Government needs to
make efforts for recognition of
habitat rights for the Particularly
Vulnerable Tribal Group that of
Sahariyas in Rajasthan.

formed. In all the blocks of
these districts, SDLCs have
also been operational.


In 13 districts, formation of DLC
& SDLC pending. Efforts are on
to form in these districts.
Orders have been given to
Collectors & CEOs of all these
districts. In two districts, Ajmer
& Churu, DLCs have been
formed but SDLCs have not
been formed.



In all those districts where
claims have not been received
yet, Collectors have been
directed by SLMC to submit "no
claim pending" certificates.



During the course of campaign
of PGKS, applications for CFR
will be invited and all claims
pending & new will be settled.



Training modules for Gram
Sabha & FRCs are being
prepared by IGPRS, Jaipur. In
order to educate motivate at the
same time, involvement of
reputed NGOs for awareness
campaign along with news
papers and media is also
proposed.



The exercise is on to get
the
exact
figures
of
community
rights
in
sec.3(1)(b),(c),(d),(e),(h), (j),(k)
and (i)



Gram Sabhas to
community
claims

receive
from

January,25 to April,2013. Other
community right such as use of
and access to grazing areas by
settled
and
nomadic
communities, access to water
bodies have been recognized.


The Gram Sabhas who have
not received claims and the
claims pending with Gram
Sabhas they will receive claims
individual/community
both
during the campaign PGKS it
will go on up to April,2013. All
claims will be settled by
August,2013.



OTFDs who have been left out
can also put their claims along
with tribals & forest dwellers.



In the SLMC held on 3rd May
2012 it was decided that forest
dwellers who are occupying
forest land will not be
dispossessed untill and unless
their claims are settled. No
claim by admissable evidence
should be rejected on the basis
of official record only
Every Panchayat, within its
boundaries shall prepare a list
of groups of hamlets or
habitations, unrecorded or unsurveyed
forest
villages,
formerly not part of any
revenue or forest village record
and have this list passed by
convening Gram Sabha of each
such
habitation
hamlets
included as villages and such
list to be submitted to SDLC.





On finalization of the lists of
hamlets and habitation the
process of recognition and
vesting of rights in these
hamlets and habitations shall
be undertaken..



It has been made mandatory
for forest department nominee
to be present at gram sabha
meeting. Beside this as per the
clarification given by MoTA,
Forest department is coordinating in implementation.



In the matter of minor forest
produce and transit permit
requirements, the state has
been adopting the line in
accordance with the guidelines
given by MoTA.



Pastoralists
and
nomadic
communities been recognized.
Tribals and forest dwellers of
criteria of forest right act. SLMC
has given directions to all
district collectors that those
who are occupying forest land
will not be dispossessed untill
and unless their claims are
settled.



State revenue deptt & forest
Deptt have given orders and
now its mandatory for the
revenue and forest officials to
attend the meetings of gram
sabha and FRCs



No claims accompanied by
admissible evidence should be

rejected on the basis of official
records alone.



Instruction have been given to
revenue department & forest
department to ensure presence
of the officials from their
department
during
the
verification of the claims.



Under the chairmanship of
collector examine whether all
claims, especially of primitive
tribal groups, nomadic tribes
have been addressed.



IGPRS is preparing modules for
FRCs and Gram sabha to
educate and make them aware
of their rights.



The districts which have not
formed the DLCs, SDLCs and
FRCS are been directed
through Collectors and CEO
Zila Parihad to form these at
the
earliest
before
the
commencement of PGKS.



Districts which are reporting no
claims and having forest land,
collectors in these districts are
been directed to under take
special
campaign
so
no
claimant be left.



Budgetary provision of 110 lac
for training and material has
been made. 10% Random
checking
of
the
claims
individual/ community to avoid

uncalled technical or record
based rejection.



The collectors of the districts
which is having forest land and
showing zero claim progress
needs to issue no claim
certificate.
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Bihar

State
Level
Monitoring
Committee
under
Chief
Secretary to constitute State
Level, Expert Group and will
also approve the proposed
Draft Plan
 State level workshop with
resource person from Govt. of
India will be organized in
December‟12.


Similarly,
district
level
workshop will be organized in
January „13.



Selected Masters trainers will
carry
out
training
at
district/block level. Training
module will be prepared for
regular
training
of
GS
members at Block/Subdivision
levels.



Leaflets in Hindi highlighting
important
features of the
Act/Rules,
rights
&
responsibilities of Committees
will
be
developed
and
distributed.



Awareness generation through
radio jingles, TV programme,
nukkad natak, New paper Ads









No specific steps have been
indicated in the Action Plan for
recognition of CFR rights.
The
State
Government
mentions that about 350 Gram
Sabhas are yet to claim
individual right. Therefore, step
by step and time bound plan
needs to be drawn up.
The Action Plan also mentions
that traditionally villagers in an
around forest areas enjoy
community
forest
rights.
However,
any
rights
or
concession
granted
to
communities under any other
Law of the State is not an
hindrance for implementation of
FRA. It is binding on the State
to implement this Act wherever
forest dwelling communities are
present and are claiming rights.
The total number of claims
received and titles given was
very low. There was a need for
special training of the officers
responsible for implementation

etc.


A complete list of villages
located in forest areas to be
prepared by December 2012.



DMs/DFOs to prepare list of
hamlets/habitations in forest
areas.



1299
FRCs have
been
constituted out of about 1583
FRCs. Wherever necessary
FRC would be reconstituted as
per the amended FR Act by
January 2013. DMs/DFOs are
being instructed accordingly.



Traditionally villagers in and
around forest areas enjoy
community forest rights such
as collection of firewood,
MFPs, grazing etc.



However
to
generate
awareness, a campaign would
be launched for community
forest resource rights. Leaflets
would be developed.



GS members would be
specifically made aware about
community forest resource
rights during district/block level
training.



About 350 GSs are yet to
claim individual rights.
Rights are recognized in
Valmiki Tiger Project (National
Park) in West Champaran
district



of the Act and for accelerating
the implementation process.
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Gujarat



Similarly, rights are also
recognized in Bhimbandh
sanctuary in Munger district



.A state level Grievance
Redressal Committee to be
constituted by Dec. 2012.



Similarly
GRCs
will
be
constituted at district and subdivision level in all 13 districts
and 28 sub-divisions by
January
2013
and
the
complaints to be redressed
within 60 days.



State
Level
Monitoring
Committee to monitor the
functioning of GRCs and
ensure that all grievances are
redressed within 60 days. The
outcome of enquiry will be
communicated
to
the
complainant
TRTI to train the Master
Trainers
and the Master
Trainers would train and orient
the Members of SDLC and
DLCs and the District Staffs.
SATCOM based training for
FRC members and Gram
Panchayat Member.
District Level Training to FRC
and GP members at Sub
Divisional Level
Steps being adopted to ensure
that all villages claim CFR
rights
Project
Administrator
&
Additional Collector to review
the progress weekly.
At District Level, The Collector
to
review
the
progress
fortnightly.











The Action Plan seems to have
very
little
focus
of
implementation of FRA in the
non-scheduled areas



The JFM commitiies have no
validity as per FRA. JFM
committtes are not synonymous
with the Committes as prescried
under Rule 4(1)e. Committee
prescried in Rule 4 (1) e will be
selected/ elected by Gram
Sabha
from
amongst
its
members



It was also observed
that
though review of rejections is
already underway in the State,
it, however, need, to be
ensured that such a review is
done in accordance with the
process laid down by the law,
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Uttar
Pradesh

At State Level Secretary and
Commissioner,
Tribal
Development
to
review
fortnightly.
 A District Grievance Cell at
DLC level will be set up
• Involvement of NGOs, Forums,
Research
Institutions,
Academicians, experts in the
implementation process.
• Printing and distribution of
Compendium of all Circulars
and Act and Rules in English
and Hindi Language.
• Regular coordination among
ST Dev Deptt, Forest Deptt,
Revenue Deptt & Panchayati
Raj Dept. will be made.
• Monitoring at State Level
through Video Conferencing.
• Organize trainings for social
workers and village animators
for the help of villagers.
• Through wide publicity of FRA
2006 and Amendment Rules
2012 at the level of DLCs,
SDLCs, GSs, an effort will be
made to invite Community
Forest Rights claims from the
people of forest areas (STs,
OTFDs) till March 2013.
•

•

In all Gram Sabhas F.R.Cs
have been constituted (But
composition of FRCs will be
changed with at least two
third
members
now
belonging to STs according
to Amendments Rules 2012.
This
process
will
be
completed by March 2013.
Total of 1135 Community
Forest Rights claims have
been received by Gram
Sabha, out of which 814

giving the aggrieved claimants
an opportunity to be heard

•

•

•

•

•

It is appreciated that U.P has
taken up conversion of forest
villages into revenue villages.
However, the implementation of
FRA in the State is poor.
The State Government needs to
assess the exact list of villages /
hamlets that are likely to be
covered under FRA so as to
have a realistic estimation of
implementation work ahead.
The State Government needs to
clearly formulate the plans
related to recognition of CFR
rights where it has not yet been
implemented. Clear assessment
has to be undertaken into list all
the villages with forest interface.
The Action Plan mentions that
52 claims of Buxa (PTG) of
Bijnor have been reject because
of non availability of written
records. However, no particular
form of evidence can be insisted
upon. Oral evidence is also
recognised under the Rules.
The
implementation
report
indicates that a huge number of
claims have been rejected at the
gram Sabha level. It needs to be
verified if the Gram Sabhas are
being held at village or hamlet
level and if claim forms are
being filled up by the FRC
members or by the officials

claims have been approved by
DLC, over an area of
120382.53 acres.
•

Total of 316 Community Forest
Rights claims have been
rejected

•

DLCs will organize meetings,
campaigns,
conferences,
seminars, street shows etc. for
raising awareness among
people of forest areas (STs,
OTFDs,)

•

52 claims of Buxa (PTG) of
Bijnor have been rejected
because of Non-availability of
written records.

•

For raising awareness among
all people of PTGs special
Training programs for the PTG
Tribal
Youths
will
be
organized.

•

Through wide publicity of FRA
2006 and Amendment Rule
2012 at the level of DLCs,
SDLCs, GSs an effort will be
made to invite claims from the
PTGs till March 2013.

•

In Uttar Pradesh around 12
forest villages are under the
process of conversion into the
revenue villages.

•

In Dudhwa National Park,
which is situated in district
Lakhimpur –Kheri, two ST
villages (Surma and Golbojhi)
are existing which are under
the process of conversion into
revenue villages..

•

•

•
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Uttarakhand













Monitoring the process of
recognition, verification and
vesting
of
forest
rights,
consider and address the field
level problems and furnish a
quarterly report.
Meeting will be held at least
once in 2 months at the level
of D.L.C to monitor the
process of clarification over
issues
related
to
implementation
Meeting will be held in every
month at the level of S.D.L.C
to monitor -Gram Sabhas
meetings
are
properly
conducted
or
not,
free
availability of proforma of
claims, protection process of
wild
life,
forest
and
biodiversity.
Select the core area of each
district where possibility of
claims under Forest Right Act
is more.
To organize awareness camps
in core areas of each district.
Facilitate the people to fill up
the claim format or form.
To provide assistance to
Village level committee, Sub
Division Level Committee and
District Level Committee.
To assist the people (benefited
under Forest right Act) to get
various
developmental
scheme of Govt.
Aware the people about
conservation of forest.
Monthly reporting to District
Magistrate and Directorate
Tribal Welfare.
Consultation
about
implementation of Forest Right







The State Government of
Uttarakhand has only proposed
for tribal areas. They also need
to focus other areas as a State
has a large number of forest
dwelling communities with 66%
of the state area being under
forests.
Clear
plan
for
implementation beginning with
comprehensive estimation of
exact number of villages /
hamlets to be covered needs to
be drawn up.
The State has a large number
of communities who traditionally
protect and manage forests.
However, community claims
including CFR have been very
low.
Action Plan needs to clearly

Act by Monitoring Cum
Implementation team with
concerned officials of each
district and selection of core
area in each district by 15
march 2013 to 30 April 2013.


Awareness camps will be
organized
in core area of
each district by 1 may 2013 to
31 August 2013.



Awareness camps of dated 1
may 2013 to 31 August 2013
will be monitored by District
Magistrate and Monthly report
of the awareness camps will
be sent by D.M to Directorate
and Govt.



Monitoring
Cum
Implementation
team
will
assist Village level committee,
Sub Division level Committee,
District level Committee and
by 1 Sept. 2013 to 31
December 2013 all pending
claims will be decided.



By January 2014 Monitoring
Cum Implementation team will
submit final report of each
district
through
District
Magistrates to Directorate of
Tribal Welfare



draw out all important areas for
implementation and step by
step action on a time bound
manner needs to be clearly
developed.
It is not clear if the Gram
Sabhas are been conducted at
the village or the panchayat
level. It needs to be ensured
that all Gram Sabhas are
constituted at the village or
hamlet level.
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Karnataka








Instruction have already been
given
to
Deputy
Commissioners, District Tribal
Officers and Forest officials to
take
action
to
create
awareness among public,
committee members through
work
shops,
pamphlets,
banners, hoardings etc.,
For this purpose Rs.151.64
lakhs has been released to the
Districts
In view of the amended rules,
Forest Rights Committees to
be reconstituted enhancing the
number of Scheduled Tribe
members to two third.
DCs and other implementing
officers
have
been
instructed to take action to
dispose off all the community
forest
resource
rights
applications
within a
months time.



Though
have

all

the

been

Committees

formed

and

Karnataka is one of the first
States to have recognized CFR
rights in Tiger reserve,but over
all implementation, especially
recognition of community rights,
in general is very low


No target has been
and

specified

no assessment of the

volume of work involved has
been made. Further

no steps

have been proposed for taking
forward

the

process

of

recognition of community claims
with emphasis on Community
Forest Resource Rights (CFRs)



Implementing officers are also
requested to take action to
invite
fresh
applications
through FRCs by giving wide
publicity.

in a time bound manner. No
clear strategy has been drawn
up for formation of committees
under Rule 4(1)(e) and the






So far, 53 community forest
resource rights have been
issued in 53 villages.
Implementation of the Act is
being monitored at SDLC and
DLC level.
State Level Monitoring
Committee headed by Chief
Secretary, regularly holds
State Level Monitoring
Committee meetings and
monitors the progress.

steps

for

developing

conservation and management
plans

for

resources.

community

forest



Deputy Commissioners,
Deputy Conservator of Forests
are also invited to the SLMC
and suitable instructions are
given for proper
implementation of the act.



To create the infrastructure
and to develop the lands of
title deed holders, an amount
of Rs.20.00 crore has been
earmarked under the state
fund and Rs.15.00 crore has
already been released to the
concerned
Deputy
Commissioner. The following
works are proposed to be
taken up as part of the post
rights recognition strategy:
(i)
Providing
infrastructure to the
colonies like roads,
Drainage, Drinking
water,
Community
halls,
Sanitation,
Solar lighting etc.,
(ii)
Providing irrigation
facilities by drilling
bore
wells
under
Ganga
Kalyana
scheme and also
leveling the lands of
title deed holders,
construction of check
dams, vented dams,
nalabund etc.,

National Meeting on Forest Rights Act
Organised by
Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India
in collaboration with
United Nations Development Programme
[Date: 3rd December 2012, Venue: Hotel Ashok, New Delhi (Friendship Hall) ]
TIME
09.30 – 10.00

AGENDA
Registration by the participants and introduction

10.00 – 11.00

Inaugural Session


Welcome and setting the context:- Joint Secretary, Ministry of Tribal Affairs



Address:- Country Director, UNDP, India



Address:- Secretary, Ministry of Tribal Affairs



Release of Documents on FRA by Hon’ble Minister of Tribal Affairs



Address :- Hon’ble Minister of State, Ministry of Tribal Affairs



Inaugural Address :- Hon’ble Minister of Tribal Affairs



Vote of Thanks

Technical Session I

11.00-13.00

Presentation of State Action Plans of FRA
Chair: Hon’ble Minister of Tribal Affairs


Presentation of the synthesis of the reports of the regional workshops:Director, Ministry of Tribal Affairs



Presentation2 of Action Plans by the States on the implementation of FRA

 Odisha
 Madhya Pradesh
 Andhra Pradesh
 Maharashtra
 Chhattisgarh
 Tripura


Comments and Clarifications



Summing Up:- Dr. N.C. Saxena, Member, National Advisory Council



Concluding Remarks:- Hon’ble Minister of Tribal Affairs

13.00-14.00

LUNCH BREAK

14.00-15.30

Technical Session II
Presentation of State Action Plans of FRA (contd.)
Chair: Hon’ble Minister of Tribal Affairs


Presentation3 of Action Plans by the remaining States on the implementation
of FRA



Jharkhand, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Goa



Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, West Bengal and Assam



Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh and Uttarakhand



Comments and Clarifications

2

Each state presentation will be of 5-7 minutes

3

Each state presentation will be of 5-7 minutes



Summing Up:- Dr. N.C. Saxena, Member, National Advisory Council



Concluding remarks:- Hon’ble Minister of Tribal Affairs
TEA BREAK

15.30-16.00

Special Technical Session on Tribal Education

16:00-17.30

Chair: Secretary, Ministry of Tribal Affairs


Presentation on proposed integrated scheme on education of STs for 12th
Plan:- Ms Anshu Vaish, Former Secretary, Department of School Education and
Literacy, Government of India



Feedback and comments from the States



Concluding Remarks:- Secretary, Ministry of Tribal Affairs
Concluding Session

17:30- 18:00

Chair: Hon’ble Minister of State, Ministry of Tribal Affairs


Summing up Remarks:- Country Director, UNDP, India



Way Forward:- Secretary, Ministry of Tribal Affairs



Concluding Address:- Hon’ble Minister of State, Ministry of Tribal Affairs



Vote of Thanks

